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What’s new?

TRBO.SOS

This personal safety software for mobile devices allows you to 
instantly send an alert to the dispatcher in the event of emergency. 
The update contains a handful of new features for TRBO.SOS 
including self-registration. During the self-registration process, the 
user should confirm their account via a confirmation code. The 
code can be sent as an SMS or an email. You can use our TRBOnet 
QR Generator to create a QR code for TRBO.SOS users to help 
them register with TRBOnet without entering connection details, 
such as the IP address or port of the server. While creating a QR 
code you can select SMS or email as the preferred confirmation 
channel. TRBOnet QR Generator is available as an Android app in 
Play Store. An iOS version of the software will follow shortly.

Other TRBO.SOS improvements included in the release are as 
follows:

TRBOnet 5.6 is able to display the remaining battery life of a 
mobile device hosting TRBO.SOS when the user sends an 
alert to the dispatcher. 

Remote Monitor can be configured using the TRBO.SOS 
profile, you can select the maximum duration of a session (up 
to 30 minutes). 

The profile allows you to change names of the software 
buttons.

TRBOnet Enterprise 5.6



Improved performance for large and very large systems;
Scheduled export and import of radios, phone contacts, IP cameras for synchronization between 
servers;
TRBOnet One: Quick Commands, many popular commands and sequences of commands can be 
executed with the push of a button.

TRBOnet Enterprise 5.6 What’s new?

PTT Mobile Client

TRBOnet Enterprise|Plus

Alarm Management
New source: the remaining battery level from portable radios with Impres batteries equipped with 
option boards and devices with PTT Mobile Client or TRBO.SOS apps.
New source: radio system/site has changed

Support for Motorola’s System Release 2020.02
Capacity Max: Cancel Emergency Alarm on Subscriber

MNIS systems: In-band GPS and in-band Data

NAI Voice systems and Capacity Max: Dynamic User Alias

New features

Reports the battery level with every transmission

Send files to groups [Android]

Improved audio quality

Fast connection setup with QR codes generated by

TRBOnet QR Generator

Configurable Remote Monitor

Support for Android 11




